HOW TO SELL R5 MANDELA COIN
TO US FOR R750 000 AND MORE
Several of the Mandela 90th Birthday proof 70’s have sold for
R275 000. The rare 90th birthday Mandela proof and mint state
coins are expected to show blistering financial performance in
2014 tax free. The first year after the death of the great
Nelson Mandela.
These are the rare R5 Mandela coins that are in the greatest
demand from the SouthAfrican and international public. The
proof versions of these coins are the most beautiful South
African coins ever manufactured, they are breath-taking. The
proof versions are also by number of only 5 000 minted with
the exception of the finest known rare R5 Mandela coins the
most rare Mandela coins of the entire series. We are
projecting that proof 70 birthday Mandela coins will sell for
R450 000 at the end of the year around R1 million by the end
of 2017. The proof 69 birthday Mandela coins are expected to
be selling at R65 000 by the end of 2016 and R110 000 at the
end of 2017.
Take your coins to one of the following areas

1.SA Coin

S A COIN is the largest rare coin company in South Africa.
They have been in business for around 25 years. In that time
they have developed the market for South African rare coins
from a small sized cottage industry market to being valued at
over R1.1 billion rand. They took South Africa’s rarest coin
the single 9 from a value of R600 000 in 1996 to a value and
sale of R4 650 000 through S A COIN in 1998. Today the Single
9 is valued at R50 million rand.
2.TheCoinCompany
Members of The Coin Company are from various backgrounds. All
complimenting each other but all with the same purpose, to
keep the coin industry alive and thriving. Our sales staff and
experienced consultants have received excellent training in
the industry and continue to receive on-going training as the
market evolves. One of our senior staff members has held top
management positions in the coin industry for the past 30
years. This coupled with the Accounting experience of an
International Corporate accountant give us a strong accounting
and administrative background. We offer a well-balanced,
rounded company to benefit our customers in this incredible
field of coin investments and rare coins.

